
Minutes of the meqtins held on 09.02.2018 with the Administrative Officer/Accounts Officers

and Accountants of MEPMA at MEPMA Head 9ffice" Guntur

Finance Manager, MEPMA has presided over the meeting and reviewed the action

taken on the previous meeting and issued the following instructions:-

It is noticed that all the DPMUs have engaged auditor for one month for sorting out

the issues from inception till date and tracing out old records etc., in view of ensuing

A.G. Audit. In this connection, it is to state that the permission given to engage

auditor by the Mission Director is strictly for one month oriry @ Rs. 10,000i- pm

only.

It is noticed that Technical Experts are not aware of the Annual Works Financial Plan.

AWFP training is required for Technical Experts.

The AO/ Accountants Nellore & Kumool have not attended the meeting. DEO of

Kuniool has attended the meeting.

As per the instructions of MD, MEPMA the AOs/Accountants have continued audit of

accounts of SLFs/TLFs during January 2018 also. The progress in this regard in Prakasam,

Krishna, Kurnool , Nellore and West Godavari is very poor. In this connection, the

AOs/Accountants are instructed to take up the audits and show the progress and also to

review the observations pointed out with regard to SLF/TLF for which audit was conducted

during December 2017.

AOs/Accountants have informed that proper knowledge of book keeping is lacking in

most of the SLFs in spite of several SLF RPs trainings conducted. They have

informed that, Community Organisers are regularly attending the SLFs meetings. In

such case, if the CO spends time in checking and monitoring the SLF accounts, book

keeping and minutes books etc., it will more useful in maintaining proper book

keepng.
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6- The Project Directors are instructed to involve Aos/Accountants also in the SLF Rps

trainings so as to give suggestions if any in maintaining records and accounts

properly.

7. In AWFP - a) Project Directors are incurring expenditure in District level only and

the ULB level expenditure is not being claimed.

b)Advances to the TLFs must come through concemed IB section.

c) While claiming for advance -indicate clear budget line

d) If any amount is claimed in AWFP - it should be supported by Circular number

and detailed break up of expenditure is to be mentioned in narration and within the

time limit only.

e) Whenever, any person gets transferred to another ULB they should handover the

details ofannual actions plan prepared by them in hard copy to their predecessor.

8. It is noticed that in view of Janmabhoomi programme during January 2018 observing

UC week from 02.01.2018 to 12.01.2018 to obtain UCs has been disturbed and hence all

the Project Directors are requested to observe UC week from 20.02.2018 to 2g.02.20|g

and submit the compliance in the next accounts review meeting.

g. Project Directors are requested to send UC for previous'month expenditure for Fy

2017'lS and pending UCs from2014-15 to 2016-17 alongwith receipts, expenditure

and balance statements every month along with AOs/ Accountants while attending

review meetings.

10. As requested by the SMC Health & Nutrition submit the pending Utilisation

Certificates under Health & Nutrition at the earliest so as to drop the audit para.

11. AOs/Accountants have informed Administrative Officer that computers, scanners and

fumiture available in DPMUs and ULBs are not working properly and requested to

give new systems and furniture . Administrative Officer, MEPMA has instructed

them to send their requirement through mail to MEPMA office so as to discuss the

matter with the Mission Director, MEPMA.
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